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Abstract: The local climate in cities differs from the one in rural areas, most prominently characterized
by increased surface and air temperatures, known as the “(surface) urban heat island”. As climate
has changed and continues to change in all areas of the world, the question arises whether the
effects that are noticeable in urban areas are “homemade”, or whether some of them originate
from global and regional scale climate changes. Identifying the locally induced changes of urban
meteorological parameters is especially relevant for the development of adaptation and mitigation
measures. This study aims to distinguish global and regional climate change signals from those
induced by urban land cover. Therefore, it provides a compilation of observed and projected climate
changes, as well as urban influences on important meteorological parameters. It is concluded that
evidence for climate change signals is found predominantly in air temperature. The effect of urban
land cover on local climate can be detected for several meteorological parameters, which are air and
surface temperature, humidity, and wind. The meteorology of urban areas is a mixture of signals
in which the influencing parameters cannot be isolated, but can be assessed qualitatively. Blending
interactions between local effects and regional changes are likely to occur.
Keywords: urban climate; climate change; urban heat island; regional climate; local scale; mid-latitude
city; meteorological parameters

1. Introduction
As urban climate is one of the core topics within the atmospheric sciences, it needs to be set in
relation to the prevailing main issue: global climate change. Global effects are well researched,
and regional changes become more and more assessed, mainly by using numerical models [1].
Apart from that, observational data are used to assess past changes, and measurements as well
as high-resolution models of the mesoscale and microscale are considered to assess the effects of urban
land cover on local climate. The term “urban land cover” in the following comprises land-use and
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most often do only consider either the one or the other cause (global trends or locally induced
induced changes) [2]. Thus, especially high-resolution models are often set-up independent of
changes) [2]. Thus, especially high-resolution models are often set-up independent of regional climate
regional climate changes to solely study the effects of urban land cover. Yet, to be able to assign a
changes to solely study the effects of urban land cover. Yet, to be able to assign a concise cause to
concise cause to the observed “truth” (i.e., the changed meteorological parameter), it is crucial to
the observed “truth” (i.e., the changed meteorological parameter), it is crucial to establish effective
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Figure 1. Scale diagram of atmospheric phenomena with their characteristic time and horizontal extension
(based on [3]) and highlighting of the urban scale.
Figure 1. Scale diagram of atmospheric phenomena with their characteristic time and horizontal
extension (based on [3]) and highlighting of the urban scale.
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These questions are addressed by fusing the current knowledge on climate change and urban
climate with detailed process studies, performed for the city of Hamburg, Germany. For this city,
several research projects investigated the urban system with all its components leading to a conceptual
model with a focus on urban health and wellbeing [4]. However, to quantitatively describe reactions
of the urban system to external and internal changes in meteorological parameters and land cover,
the signals from both origins need to be distinguished. This is attempted by using observed in
situ and remotely sensed data as well as model results for detailed analyses of time series and data
interpretation via geographic information systems (GIS), as well as atmospheric model simulations,
including downscaling. As air temperature is a well-studied meteorological parameter for which
research results are rated as most reliable, it is discussed in-depth (Section 2), followed by other
meteorological variables (Section 3). Section 4 summarizes the main results.
It should be noted that the individual climate parameters do not only differ in value, but in
some cases they also originate from different time periods, spatial regions, and, if applicable, selected
simulations. The reason for this is the use of different publications in these analyses; the different
impacts are mentioned, whenever they are known.
2. Air Temperature
2.1. Global and Regional Observations and Projections
Observational records of the global mean temperature show long-term warming trends since
the end of the 19th century, with an increased warming since the 1970s. Three independent analyses
of global mean temperature using near-surface observation Hadley Centre/Climate Research Unit
Temperature dataset version 4 (HadCRUT4) [5], National Oceanic and Atmospheric (NOAA) Global
Temp [6], and GISS Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP) by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) [7] show similar trends [8]. For the
time period from January 1979 to July 2016, the linear trend is 0.16 K/decade to 0.18 K/decade.
The long-term warming trend from pre-industrial times (mid-1700s) to 1981–2010 is taken as 0.7 K
by Simmons et al. [8]; they concluded that global mean surface temperatures reached 1 K above the
mid-1700s level in 2016. This magnitude of warming corresponds to half of the 2 K warming which is
set as the upper limit in the Paris Agreement, but which does not precisely define the pre-industrial
baseline [9]. The global climate projections of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5
(CMIP5), as summarized in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 5th Assessment
Report [1] for several Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) scenarios, project further increases
in global average temperature over the 21st century (2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005) by 0.3 to 1.7 K
for the lowest emissions scenario (RCP2.6) and 2.6–4.8 K for the highest emissions scenario (RCP8.5).
The projections for a given RCP vary due to internal climate variability and modelling uncertainties.
All projections show larger warming over land areas than over oceans.
A basis for the observed past trends of European average temperature is the Ensembles
OBServational dataset (E-OBS) gridded data set [10]. Based on this data, van der Schrier et al. [11]
estimated a trend of near surface temperature for the period 1950–2010 of 0.18 K/decade, for the
1980–2010 period of 0.41 K/decade. Concerning the projections, in the frame of the coordinated
downscaling experiments for Europe (EURO-CORDEX), a sample of the global climate simulations of
CMIP5 was downscaled with regional climate models for Europe on 0.11◦ horizontal resolution [12];
according to the multi-model ensemble mean, temperature increases across European land areas are
projected in the spatial range of 1–4.5 K for the RCP4.5 scenario and of 2.5–5.5 K for RCP8.5 over the
21st century (2071–2100 relative to 1971–2000).
For Germany, Kaspar and Mächtel [13] report a mean temperature trend of 1.3 K for the time
period of 1881–2014. The frequency of the occurrence of extreme high temperatures increases, and
longer heat waves are detected [14]. Based on the EURO-CORDEX multi-model ensemble, winter
temperatures are projected to increase by 1.2–3.2 K for RCP4.5 and 3.2–4.6 K for RCP8.5 for the end
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of the century (2071–2100 relative to 1971–2000); summer temperatures are projected to increase by
1.3–2.6 K for RCP4.5 and 2.7–4.8 K for RCP8.5 (2071–2100 relative to 1971–2000) [15]. Furthermore,
extreme high temperatures and heat waves are projected to occur with increasing frequency, which is
much more pronounced in RCP8.5 [14,15].
At the measurement station Hamburg-Fuhlsbüttel, the observed annual mean temperature in the
time period 1971–2000 was 9.0 ◦ C calculated on the basis of data from the German Meteorological
Service (DWD) Climate Data Center [16]. At this station, a temperature trend of 1.65 K (~0.21 K/decade)
was observed in the time period 1936–2015. Looking at the shorter time period from 1970 to 2015,
the trend was 1.54 K (~0.34 K/decade). Climate change projections are available for the larger area
of the Metropolitan region of Hamburg. Here, the annual mean temperature is projected to increase
in the range of 1–5 K according to [17]. Based on the EURO-CORDEX multi-model ensemble—the
same ensemble as used in [15] for Germany—winter temperatures are projected to increase in the
Metropolitan Region of Hamburg by 1.1–3.1 K for RCP4.5 and 2.9–4.4 K for RCP8.5 for the end of the
century; summer temperatures are projected to increase by 1.2–2.5 K for RCP4.5 and 2.1–4.3 K for
RCP8.5 (2071–2100 relative to 1971–2000) (own analysis).
Van der Schrier et al. [11] compared E-OBS based European mean temperature to the trend
of global land area based on Climatic Research Unit land station TEMperature dataset version 4v
(CRUTEM4v) (mean temperature over global land areas of the HadCRUT4 data set). For the time
period 1980–2010, Europe warmed approximately 1.6 times faster than the global land area [11].
The differences between global and regional changes are due to changing large scale weather patterns
interacting at regional and local scales with smaller scale processes such as mesoscale atmospheric
circulation patterns and with regional and urban factors such as topography, land cover, and land-sea
distribution. This leads to spatially varying patterns of climate changes.
2.2. Urban Heat Island
The urban heat island (UHI), the urban-rural temperature difference in the surface near atmosphere
as described by Oke [18], is a result of the changed urban morphology, fabric, and cover. This provides
increased heat storage during the day, increased heat release at night, lower evaporation, and modified
radiation balance, and thus changes the surface energy budget. In addition, anthropogenic heat
emissions are a time dependent heat source within the urban areas. The UHI has a daily and an annual
cycle, with enhanced temperatures especially in the late evening hours and at night. The intensity of
the UHI depends on the prevailing wind speed and the cloudiness. In radiation intensive, weak wind
steady weather situations, the UHI is most pronounced [19]. Thus, UHIs are particularly distinct in
calm summer nights with a clear sky (e.g., [20–22]).
To calculate the actual value of a local UHI intensity, in-situ measurements in the regarded city
area are often used and set in relation to data of rural areas or the vicinity (i.e., areas outside the city,
indicated by lined border in Figure 3a). This can be done using single values for a certain point in time
(“spatial urban heat island”) or using values collected over a certain time, like daily/monthly/annual
means or maxima/minima (“temporal urban heat island”) [23]. For Hamburg, Germany, the analyses
of measurement data showed an UHI of up to 1.2 K in the average temperature (regression with
floristic proxy data and measurements [24]). Depending on the local urban land cover, the average
temperature differences compared to the surrounding area are differentiated by the urban structure
with 0.25 K for suburban districts [25], 0.5–0.7 K for suburbs and outskirt districts [20], 0.9 K at an
industrial suburban area [26], and up to 1.2 K for the inner city [20,25,27].
The differences are smaller during the day [20,25] and usually show a seasonal pattern and diurnal
differences. Largest UHI values are found at night, again with a large spatial spread of the differences.
These range from 0.7 K (suburb) to 1.7 K (central district) in winter and from 0.9 K (suburb) to 2.7 K
(central district) in summer compared to a rural measuring station [19], (p. 54). In rare cases, much
higher values are found, reaching 6 K [27] for the city center, 6.9 K as the 90th percentile for the central
urban area [25], and 10.5 K as a single value [28] for the inner city. Such high temperature differences
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to the surrounding area are seldom and cannot be clearly assigned solely to anthropogenic influence.
However, temperature peaks are unevenly distributed in the urban area, being connected to the variety
of surfaces. Urban climate is also dependent on water bodies: inner-city water bodies may cool the
city by advecting cool air during the day and keep temperatures relatively high at night, as the water
surfaces attenuate the diurnal cycle. This results in heat island-like effects at night by advection of
warm air from adjacent water bodies [20].
2.3. Development of the UHI in the Past
Regarding the development of the UHI within the past decades, threshold days give a good
picture of differences in the annual temperature distribution between urban and rural areas. These are,
for example, the so-called summer days or the hot days (daily maximum temperature at least 25 ◦ C,
or 30 ◦ C, respectively) or the tropical nights (minimum temperature not below 20 ◦ C). Trusilova and
Riecke [29] calculated the mean annual number of summer days, hot days, and tropical nights for
Hamburg and the vicinity (here defined as the areal mean of the adjacent state of Schleswig-Holstein)
from measurement for the evaluation period 1989–2008 (Table 1).
Table 1. Mean annual number of threshold days as measured for Hamburg (areal mean) and vicinity
(areal mean of rural areas in Schleswig-Holstein) for the period 1989–2008 (data retrieved from [29]).
Mean Number of Days/Year

Hamburg

Vicinity

summer days
hot days
tropical nights

31
6
1

22
3
0

Within the regarded 20 years, the number of all threshold days is higher in Hamburg with nine
summer days, three hot days, and one tropical night in addition per year, which appears to be the
locally induced effect. Also, for other cities such as London, simulations of the temporal trend of the
UHI effect showed that threshold values were exceeded more often in recent years [23].
Another way of investigating the urban impact on air temperatures is statistically analyzing
the observed temperature trends from measurements in urban and rural data, where urbanization
indicators such as population, urban land cover, and energy consumptions are used to distinguish
between urban and rural areas [30–35]. Due to the lack of rural measurements in regions with rapid
urbanization, re-analysis data are used as rural background data [30,33]. Especially in regions with
rapid urbanization, such as parts of the US [30] and China [33,35], temperature trends in urban areas
were larger compared to temperature trends in rural areas. For Europe, there are no consistent results.
For example, Chrysanthou et al. [31] found statistically significant increases of European annual,
spring, and summer temperature trends due to urbanization. In contrast, Jones et al. [32] showed that
both for London and Vienna urban stations have similar temperature trends as rural stations, which
they attributed to the comparably small urbanization over the course of the 20th century. Figure 2
presents such an analysis for the 2 m annual mean temperature at two stations in Hamburg (airport
Hamburg-Fuhlsbüttel and downtown). The regional temperature signals were obtained by averaging
Climatic Research Unit Time-Series version 3.25 (CRUTS3.25) data [36] for the region of Hamburg
using the boundaries as applied in Schoetter et al. [37]. This regional mean (blue in Figure 2a) shows a
larger trend than the global mean (black in Figure 2a). Since about 1980 the trends are diverting, with
regional temperatures increasing faster than the global mean temperatures. The larger regional trend
agrees with the trends given in Section 2.1 for the past decades. The difference between the regional
trend and the trends of the two stations is quite small (Figure 2b). However, annual temperature
differs in the order of 0.5–0.7 K (Figure 2c), showing that the UHI effect is larger at the downtown
station than at the airport station. This was already shown by [20]. Finally, these annual differences
can be correlated with population data from the city of Hamburg (Figure 2d) to search for direct
human influences.
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Table 2. Pearson correlation between differences of annual and seasonal (December, January, February—
DJF; March, April, May—MAM; June, July, August—JJA; September, October, November—SON)
averaged 2 m daily mean, minimum, and maximum temperatures (station minus regional mean,
see Figure 2c) and annual population data from the city of Hamburg (data source: Wikipedia, accessed
21 December 2017, see Figure 2d). Significant correlations are indicated by * (α = 0.1) and ** (α = 0.05).
HHairport (1961–2010)
Tmean
Tmin
Tmax

HHdowntown (1961–1999)

Annual

DJF

MAM

JJA

SON

Annual

DJF

MAM

JJA

SON

−0.34 *
0.03
0.02

0.17
0.29
0.15

−0.49 **
0.15
0.02

−0.41 **
−0.18
−0.16

−0.13
−0.07
0.11

0.33 *
0.11
0.44 **

0.15
−0.07
0.17

0.02
0.13
0.20

0.19
0.18
0.34 *

0.48 **
0.03
0.55 **

2.4. Impact of Climate Change on the UHI
Due to the dependency of the UHI effect on meteorology, an impact of climate change on the
urban air temperatures can be expected. By downscaling global and regional climate projections
using statistical (e.g., [28,39]), dynamical [40–44], and statistical-dynamical [38,45,46] approaches it
has been shown that climate change can affect the urban climate. Several studies showed that the UHI
intensity might change due to the changing climate with the change signal and even the sign of change
depending on the city of interest.
The variety of these results shows the need for investigating each city individually. For Hamburg,
a statistical-dynamical downscaling method (SDD) [38] has been developed. It is based on the
combination of an objective weather pattern classification [47,48] and 1 km dynamical simulations
conducted with the Mesoscale Transport and Fluid Model (METRAS) [49] with REgional MOdel
(REMO) and Climate Local Model (CLM) projections of the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios
(SRES) A1B emission scenario. Results indicate that the average summer UHI only slightly changes
at the end of the 21st century, while the number of days with large UHI intensities is expected to
increase [38,47,48]. SDD studies with differently changed urban land cover show that depending on
the change, the mean summer temperatures in Hamburg as well as Hamburg’s UHI can increase (more
sealed surfaces), decrease (more unsealed green surfaces), or hardly change at all (higher buildings
with intense green roofs) [50].
2.5. Interaction of Regional and Urban Signals
Complementing the knowledge that the UHI intensity is largest during anticyclonic weather
conditions, which are mostly associated with cloudless, calm, and dry conditions (e.g., [51]), Hoffmann
and Schlünzen [48] investigated the dependency of Hamburg’s UHI intensity on weather patterns
(WPs), i.e., large-scale weather conditions associated with the large-scale atmospheric circulation, in
more detail. They conducted a weather pattern classification (WPC) with a k-means based cluster
analysis of 700 hPa reanalysis data to explain variations in Hamburg’s UHI intensity and obtained
7 WPs for the summer months, which differ in their large scale patterns of geopotential height, relative
humidity, vorticity, and layer thickness. While the largest UHI intensities occurred during dry and
anticyclonic conditions, high UHI intensities were also found for other WPs. Arnds et al. [52] also found
a statistical relationship between measurements of urban-rural temperature differences from several
urban stations in Hamburg and the objective weather types provided by the German Meteorological
Service (DWD). The strength of these relationships varied considerably for different stations and
seasons. A study by Jacobson and ten Hoeve [53] showed that urban areas can also have an impact on
regions that are distant from urban areas, which suggests an impact on the large-scale atmospheric
circulation. It is, however, not yet clear which processes are causing these impacts. Therefore, it is
necessary to investigate possible impacts of urban areas on large-scale meteorological fields as well as
on teleconnection mechanisms in the global climate system.
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Figure 3. (a) Aerial image of the city of Hamburg. Google Earth; (b) Mean annual surface temperature
Figure
3. (a) Aerial image of the city of Hamburg. Google Earth; (b) Mean annual surface temperature
(K) from MODIS Aqua at 13:30 local solar time from 2011–2015 under clear sky conditions.
(K) from MODIS Aqua at 13:30 local solar time from 2011–2015 under clear sky conditions.
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the SUHII is larger on average during the daytime than it is during the nighttime; this is contrary to
the atmospheric UHI with its maximum intensity in the evening and early night. Around the winter
solstice, the SUHI is larger at nighttime than at daytime. This seasonal variation of the SUHII underlines
the necessity of multi-temporal data in SUHI studies. In addition, analysis of the residuals and their
spatial patterns allow detection and attribution of changes and trends by comparison with spatial
patterns of potential causing factors such as urbanization and climate change. The currently available
time series do not have sufficient length for climatological analysis, but homogenized multi-sensor
datasets will become available soon.
Table 3. Modelled surface urban heat island intensities (SUHII) for Hamburg, Hannover, and Berlin
from MODIS Aqua from 2011–2015. Mean annual maximum and mean SUHII (K) at daytime (13:30 local
solar time) and nighttime (01:30 local solar time) acquisition.
City

Hamburg

Hannover

Berlin

daytime (mean)
daytime (max)
nighttime (mean)
nighttime (max)

1.7
3.3
1.2
1.8

1.9
3.5
1.2
1.7

2.4
4.1
1.4
1.9

3.2. Wind
Observed wind patterns and storminess show a large decadal variability at the regional scale
across Europe and Germany, such that significant long-term trends are difficult to detect [70].
Numerical modelling studies use a variety of methods, which makes it difficult to compare results
and assess effects of changing global climate conditions [71]. Some studies agree with a northwards
shift of northern hemisphere storm tracks and intensity since 1970 [72,73]. However, studies on
regional changes of storm tracks and the resulting characteristics of severe storms are subject to
large uncertainties [70]. Recent CMIP5 simulations project an extension eastwards of the North
Atlantic storm track towards central Europe and the British Isles [74]. The comprehensive review
of Feser et al. [71] on studies covering the North Atlantic and northern, north-western, and central
Europe shows large agreement that the intensity of winter storms will increase in all these regions over
the 21st century.
The wind speed has an annual cycle, for Hamburg with larger wind speeds in winter than in
summer [20]. This is a result of the regional climate of the region where the pressure gradients are,
in general, larger in winter than in summer. Furthermore, a diurnal cycle adds to this with larger
wind speeds at daytime than in the night and a frequently observed low level jet (Figure 4 in [75]).
The area-averaged mean wind speeds are decreased by the urban land cover. High obstacles and
aerodynamically rough surfaces as well as trees modify the average wind speed in the urban areas
considerably. The very local character of urban winds is illustrated exemplarily by data from a complex
boundary layer wind tunnel experiment [76]. While over smooth water areas, the wind speed is
relatively high close to the surface (Figure 4 left), these speeds are reduced in the large spaces between
building (Figure 4 center) and are much smaller than outside the canopy layer between buildings
(Figure 4 right). Thus, the wind speeds are very locally changed and average values are smaller than
away from buildings. However, not only the spatial differences but also the temporal variability is
large; short time wind values (~wind gusts) locally can be above the values observed outside the urban
canopy, but most often they are much lower. The gustiness in urban areas is larger than outside. Due to
the buildings’ impacts, the wind speed is reduced on average (factor of 5–10), however, local flow
channeling can occur, especially within street canyons facing the larger water areas (e.g., a wide river).
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3.3. Precipitation
The average annual precipitation across Europe shows no significant changes since 1960 according
to the E-OBS observation dataset [10], but on a sub-continental scale, significant changes are
detected [77]. Annual precipitation has increased over northern Europe up to 70 mm per decade
(western Norway), whereas annual precipitation has decreased in parts of southern Europe by up to
90 mm per decade (Iberian Peninsula). Changes in large-scale circulation patterns play a key role in
the observed changes in precipitation [78,79]. Based on the EURO-CORDEX multi-model ensemble,
the ensemble mean for the RCP8.5 shows a significant increase in large parts of central and northern
Europe of up to 25% and a decrease in southern Europe. The spatial patterns of the changes are very
similar for RCP4.5 but less pronounced [12].
Long-term observational records show a general increase of annual mean precipitation in Germany.
For the time period 1881–2014, the trend related to 1961–1990 shows a significant increase of +10%, with
the largest increase of 26 % in winter and a small but not significant decrease in summer (−0.6%) [13].
Climate projections for the 21st century simulate further increases of winter precipitation, whereas
for summer, no robust changes can be derived. Based on the EURO-CORDEX multi-model ensemble,
the projected precipitation changes at the end of the century (relative to 1971–2000) are in a range of
−3% to +17% for RCP4.5 and +8% to +32% for RCP8.5 [15].
The observed mean annual precipitation sum at station Hamburg-Fuhlsbüttel is 773 mm per year
(calculated on the basis of data from [16]). The annual precipitation values show large differences from
year to year. The minimum annual precipitation sum occurred in 1959 with 392 mm. The maximum
annual precipitation sum occurred in 2007 with 1072 mm. For the larger area of the Metropolitan
region of Hamburg, most EURO-CORDEX simulations project a further increase in winter precipitation
in a range of −4% to +32% towards the end of the 21st century relative to 1971–2000 [17]. For summer,
there is no model agreement on projected precipitation changes; about the same number of simulations
show increased or decreased precipitation values. One single simulation projects +40%, and all other
simulations are in the range of −20% and +20%.
Due to the UHI effect, emissions of aerosols, which act as cloud condensation nuclei, and
increased surface roughness, rainfall can be enhanced downwind of urban areas (e.g., [80,81]).
Schlünzen et al. [20] found significant increases in daily precipitation downwind from Hamburg
analyzing long-term precipitation measurements in the metropolitan region. However, they could not
attribute these increases to specific urban-related effects and some stations did not show significant
changes. Especially, the impact of the orography could not be ruled out as causing effect. Schoetter [82]
conducted dynamical simulations with METRAS for 72 heavy precipitation events (>25 mm/day) in
Hamburg during the summer season. The results showed a significant impact of the orography on
heavy precipitation over Hamburg. The impact of the urban structure is dependent on the weather
situation and, therefore, it is not significant when averaged over the 72 heavy precipitation events.
Regional climate projections for the period 2021–2050 based on RCP4.5 conducted with the Regional
Climate Model (RCM) COSMO model in CLimate Mode (CCLM) show a stronger increase in heavy
precipitation days (+1 day/year) over Hamburg compared to the rest of the metropolitan region [29].
3.4. Solar Radiation
Overall, there is only a little information concerning the regional change of solar radiation in
northern Germany and hardly any about the differences between the urban area and the surrounding
region. The best available data to analyze trends in solar radiation is the sunshine duration, which
can be used from around 1950 on [83]. They reported a mean annual sunshine duration for the
years 1971–2000 of 1585 hours. Interestingly, this is slightly higher than the sunshine duration in the
surrounding regions (between 1500 and 1560 h, Figure 2.20 in [83]). Schönwiese and Janowitz [84]
analyzed the linear trends of the sunshine duration in the years 1951–2000 and 1971–2000 for northern
Germany. It may be worth noting the impact of the Scandinavian mountains, which cause high
northern air currents connected to strong lows. The sinking air in the lee of the mountains causes
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dry weather with few clouds. For the Hamburg region, the observed trend is slightly negative; it is
between 0 and −50 days per year for the period from 1951 on and between −50 and −100 days per
year in the period from 1971 on. However, both trends are not significant.
Brümmer et al. [26] investigated the down welling short- and long-wave radiation at the Hamburg
Weather mast for the time period 1995–2011. They analyzed the mean annual and diurnal cycle, but
due to the short time period they did not examine trends in radiation. The mean annual incoming
short-wave radiation flux amounts to 120 W m−2 , with maximums in May, June, and July (values
between 155 and 159 W m−2 ). Integrated over the whole year, the incoming radiation energy amounts
to 1013 kWh m−2 , which is 56% of the maximum possible amount for clear sky.
For the future, solar radiation is projected to statistically significantly decrease in large parts of
the world up to the mid-21st century, based on CMIP5 models. However, exceptions are, inter alia,
most parts of Europe with positive trends [85] and with no definite signal for northern Germany in the
regarded models [86].
3.5. Human Comfort
The impact of the described changes in radiation, temperature, humidity, and wind on thermal
comfort can be characterized by so-called thermal indices. These summarize the effects of the individual
meteorological parameters on thermal comfort or stress into one quantity by using weighted equations
or heat balance models [87]. In total, more than 165 thermal indices have been developed [88] with
different characteristics and application areas [89,90].
A commonly used index is the Physiological Equivalent Temperature (PET, [91,92]), a rational
index based on the heat balance of the human body. It uses fixed clothing insulation and is, therefore,
independent of personal behavior. Globally, an overall increase of PET is projected for 2070–2100 for
different emission scenarios for both summer and winter [93]. In many regions, PET changes more
strongly than air temperature, indicating that for impact assessment of climate change on thermal
stress, biometeorological indices should be used. Similar results have been obtained for the perceived
temperature [94].
To estimate past regional changes in PET in northern Germany, PET has been calculated from
air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and mean radiant temperature (Tmrt ) for the airport
weather station at Hamburg-Fuhlsbüttel operated by the DWD. Tmrt was calculated by the algorithm
described by ref. [95], Staiger personal communication which is based on air temperature, humidity,
wind speed, cloudiness, and Linke turbidity factor. For cloudless conditions, the European Solar
Radiation Atlas (ESRA) model [96,97] with changed coefficients [98] is used. Clouds are accounted
for by the cloud modification factor suggested by [99] and diffuse shortwave is parameterized
following [100]. Downward longwave radiation is modelled according to [101] with adjusted
coefficients [102], and upward longwave radiation is parameterized using the Bowen ratio [103].
This configuration was found to perform best with a limited number of inputs [95]. Details on the
calculation method can be found in [104].
Figure 6 shows monthly relative frequencies of daytime PET classes for 1956–1985 and 1986–2015
(Figure 6 top left and right, respectively) and differences in relative frequency between the two periods
at the airport weather station. An annual cycle of PET values with cold conditions during winter and
no stress to heat stress conditions in summer is obvious. Between the two periods, PET has statistically
significantly changed (Figure 6 bottom); classes of higher PET values are more frequent in 1986–2015
than before. The smallest changes are experienced in June (not significant), September, and October;
the strongest increases in heat stress are to be expected in July and August. A closer analysis of changes
in the used meteorological parameters [104] indicates that increased air temperatures and increased
Tmrt in all months are responsible for the found changes.
In urban areas, PET depends on urban morphology; narrow streets provide, on the one hand,
side shading and, therefore, decrease PET, but on the other hand, they decrease wind speed which
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increases heat stress. Consequently, for different urban morphologies, different increases in heat stress
both Gothenburg [105] and different cities in the Netherlands13
[106].
of 22
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shown that the normalized topsoil water content (upper 10 cm) is correlated to the daytime span of air
temperature with an explained variance of up to 17% for situations meeting appropriate conditions
for evapotranspiration.
Several studies focus on air temperatures reducing urban parks and unsealed vegetated areas
and their relevance for nearby surroundings [111,112,114–119]. Nevertheless, the climate influencing
efficiency of urban soils and vegetation is coupled. Lowered soil water contents of urban areas
(due to increased run-off and hampered infiltration) affect the cooling efficiency of a city’s vegetation.
For trees in urban areas, a reduced soil water availability [120] together with an elevated evaporative
demand [121] increase the risk of drought stress. If the transpiration requirement exceeds root water
uptake, stomatal closure results in a lowered transpiration rate [122] and, thus, in a reduced cooling
effectiveness [123]. However, despite the important role of soil water availability, the number of studies
focusing on its direct impact on urban tree transpiration is still low. Rahman et al. [124] found that
transpirational cooling of small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata mill.), one of the most common urban tree
species in temperate climates, was limited in times of soil water shortage. In contrast, a study on
mature pedunculate oaks (Quercus robur L.) growing in the city center of Hamburg revealed that an
elevated evaporative demand and a reduced soil water availability in the uppermost 80 cm of the soil
did not limit tree transpiration, probably due to stress avoidance by root water uptake at greater soil
depths [125]. Moreover, it was shown that nighttime transpiration of the studied oaks accounted for
up to 22% of the daily total. Consequently, transpirational cooling of the oak trees was not limited even
in times of moderate drought and could be provided during both daytime and nighttime conditions.
A precise value for the share of transpiration from vegetation and soil water evaporation on urban
local climate modifications cannot be given. However, a high number of studies, as already stated
above, allow for the conclusion that soils, groundwater, and plants do contribute to the formation of a
specific local urban climate.
4. Conclusions and Outlook
After reviewing and aggregating research results for numerous meteorological parameters,
the answer to the initial question of whether local meteorological phenomena can be assigned to
either general climate effects or urban land cover outcome is: it depends. For some considered
parameters, the overall global and/or regional climate change signals can be set apart from the local
effects induced by urban areas. Yet for others, the contribution of each to the measured signal is not
determinable; for some the effect seems small.
For air temperature, it is possible to separate local changes from the regional signal, as especially,
the characteristic effects like UHI have a diurnal and seasonal cycle, and are more pronounced during
certain times of the day (afternoon, evening) and year (summer). A good characteristic variable to
trace recent changes in local climate parameters are threshold days. They allow for the quantification
of the part caused by local urban land cover in contrast to an overall global or regional change or
trend in climate. Using the population as a measure for urbanization and correlating that to urban air
temperature trends in the past, however, did not result in detection of a considerable relation.
For local surface temperatures (LST), a distinction is generally possible. Differences in surface
temperature are very locally induced. LST is well suited to distinguish local land surface and larger
scale atmospheric changes since it allows simultaneous and spatially extensive observation of urban
and rural areas over time. While the existing time series already allow identification of abrupt changes
associated with surface-cover change, extended time series and improved homogenization between
sensors will soon also allow detection of trends at climatic time scales. The analysis is, however,
restricted to cloud free pixels.
In the case of wind, a determination is possible, giving a clear urban signal. Observations and
projections at the global/regional scale are highly variable, but overall suggest small changes in wind
direction and speed, for e.g., northern Germany. Yet, on the local scale, impacts of the urban land cover
can be found from above the buildings (up to 30% above building height, a clear signal in wind speed
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and direction). In the urban canopy layer, the effects are very local, reaching small reductions at open
places to a factor of 5 in a street canyon. The wind direction is slightly but persistently impacted above
roof level and completely depends on the street orientation versus the flow direction above roof level
within the urban canopy.
Precipitation is highly variable in space. The climatic regional trend throughout Europe varies,
as well as locally, precipitation amount and timing can vary within a few hundred meters. Therefore,
an assignment to regional or local effects cannot be made. However, a few general trends can be derived
and projections for the future show tendencies, e.g., precipitation has increased during wintertime
for Germany in the recent past and will most likely continue in the future. Furthermore, urban
specific effects are possible, like enhanced precipitation in downwind areas; in studies for Hamburg
these effects could not directly be attributed to urban effects and could not be distinguished from
modifications in precipitation at the regional scale. This local change can thus be very contrary for
different areas, and orographic effects seem to be more relevant.
No significant effects can be observed for urban modifications in sunshine duration, hence, nor in
solar radiation. In terms of thermal comfort, a significant increase in frequency of higher PET values
was observed for Hamburg, caused by observed changes in air temperature (see above) and changes
in mean radiant temperature (Tmrt ). Increasing Tmrt values but slightly decreasing sunshine durations
(above) seem to contradict. However, Tmrt is a derived variable that includes, besides direct radiation,
also diffuse shortwave as well as longwave radiation and human related parameters, such as albedo or
projection factor, which mask the effect of sunshine duration alone. Furthermore, Tmrt is derived from
parameterizations using cloud fraction and standard meteorological inputs and, therefore, does not
include sunshine duration directly. Urban materials and morphologies alter thermal comfort changes
compared to rural areas.
A very specific local signal is found in evapotranspiration from plants and soils. This is induced
by the high urban surface sealing ratio and thus limited water availability. This is a very small-scale
effect affecting the local humidity and is completely related to the urban morphology and materials.
This compilation of results shows that for some climate parameters a qualitative distinction is
feasible, whilst a quantitative assignment of the effect to global/regional change or to urban land cover
can hardly be performed. In urban environments, especially surface temperature, air temperature, and
wind are locally modified; the common urban heat island effect is clearly morphology and material
induced (SUHI) and impacted (UHI), the wind velocity is influenced by the land cover, reducing
overall wind speeds and increasing gustiness.
Certainly, the robustness of the assignment to one single cause for a locally measured phenomenon,
as well as the general determination of a value by global/regional or local effects, is highly dependent
on the meteorological parameter being looked at. It also depends on the impacting factor’s accuracy
itself: How probable is the increase of X degrees in air temperature due to climate change? To which
degree does the building’s façade influence local wind velocity at a specified point? Thus, the quality
of predictions is limited by the probability and preciseness of the prediction of the external influences.
Most probably, there are effects of interactions between the global and regional signals and urban
land cover induced effects. In some cases, climate change signals and urban land cover induced
effects reinforce each other, to be observed especially in the context of the nighttime urban heat island
as air temperature increases in the long term and fosters a higher number of extremes. For other
parameters, the effects conceivably counteract each other. Even more, some locally induced changes in
one parameter might also affect one another on a larger scale. For example, the reduction of humidity
due to less water availability at the surface leads to a decrease in latent heat fluxes and, thus, to a
higher air temperature.
The observations and simulations conducted for Hamburg are transferable to other regions to a
limited extend, for instance, mid-latitude cities with oceanic climate and only few high-rise buildings.
However, the results to SUHI and wind effects of urban areas are very generic and transferable to other
cities. There are also several practical applications of the gained knowledge. Being able to identify
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parameters which are more sensitive to local strategies (surface temperature, air temperature, wind
speed, ground water limitations) allows for the counteracting of the local symptoms of climate change
effects more systematically and in a more focused manner. Other parameters which do not show
comparably pronounced urban effects (precipitation) need to be addressed in changing the urban
fabric by introducing climate change adaptation measures.
Further work should asses for other cities, especially located in other climate zones, if the found
qualitative attributions are true in general. In addition, parameters like precipitation or thermal
comfort need to be considered in greater detail.
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